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The paper deals with the development of simulation methods as applied to low-pressure discharges with extremely high reduced electric fields E/p for which it is problematic to correctly describe the ionization processes in classical electron avalanches. In some conditions, the electron free path for ionization can compare with the interelectrode gap width such that the notion of electron avalanches becomes inapplicable at all. Typical examples are discharges in so-called pseudo-spark switches and in electron and ion plasma sources [1].
One of the computer codes that could be applied to such discharges is PIC/MC XOOPIC [2, 3]. This code allows one to compute the spatial and temporal electric field distribution consistently with the time variation of the excess space charge of electrons and ions. The block that takes into account the ionization processes is based on the Monte Carlo method. One of the advantages is that the code is open and we can modify the initial data on cross sections and the calculation algorithm to solve a particular problem [4].
Here, using the above code, we calculate the impact ionization coefficient a, the electron drift velocity, and the electron diffusion coefficient D in electron avalanches in nitrogen for E/p ≤ 1000 V/(cm∙Torr) The calculation of a is exemplified below.
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Fig.1. Coefficient a from simulation (nitrogen, 20 Torr) and experiments [5].
Formally speaking, we have a reasonable agreement with the experimental data even for extremely high reduced electric fields. However, in terms of electron avalanches at E/p ≤ 1000 V/cm, the results give an incredibly high electron diffusion coefficient and an electron temperature kTe ≈ 30 eV, which is higher than the ionization potential [4]. The spatial electron distribution in the gap, obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, shows that at moderate E/p values, a spherical electron cloud is located inside the gap. As for high E/p, we can hardly speak of any electron avalanche in its generally accepted sense due to the lack of space and time for electron cloud formation in the gap. In the paper, we analyze in detail the physical cause for this effect and the features of ionization at high E/p.
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